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50.05 BELOVED CYCLOPEA, BEHOLDER OF PERFECTION 

 Beloved mighty victorious Presence of God, I AM in me, Holy Christ Selves 
of all earth’s evolutions, beloved Cyclopea and Virginia, beloved Helios and Vesta, 
[beloved Guru Ma], beloved Lanello and K-17, the entire Spirit of the Great White 
Brotherhood and the World Mother, elemental life—fire, air, water, and earth!  
In the name of the beloved Presence of God which I AM and by and through the 
magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in the threefold flame burning within 
my heart, I decree: 

 
INSERT:  INVOCATION TO THE ALL-SEEING EYE OF GOD 

By the authority of the Threefold Flame within my heart, I call for the full power 
and full-gathered momentum of the Seven Mighty Elohim, the Great Cosmic Beings 
from the Pleiades and the hierarchies thereof, and millions of cosmic beings 
with their cosmic retinues, the Four Cosmic Forces―the lion, the calf, the man and the 
flying eagle, the fourteen ascended masters who govern the destiny of America, beloved 
Guru Ma, Lanello, Godfre and Lotus, Servatus, Mother Mary,  Pallas Athena and your 
Legions of Living Truth, K-17 and the Cosmic Secret Service, Cyclopea and Virginia, for 
the release of the full-gathered momentum of the Emerald Matrix and the Crystal Ray 
from your etheric retreat in the Altai Mountain Range:  
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Let the All-Seeing Eye of God probe and penetrate the very nuclei and 
strongholds of the fallen ones, their secret meetings, their plots and conspiracies toward 
terrorism or takeover or the overthrow of the United States government and the 
governments of the nations established by Almighty God. Let evil be forced out of the 
shadows! Let darkness come into the Light until all that is evil, and done in secret by the 
fallen ones is shouted from the housetops and through social media resulting in the 
complete exposure of the lie and the implementation of God-Justice.  

Blaze the light of the All-Seeing Eye of God to expose to the American people of all 
political affiliations, inspiring them to take a stand against: 

• What is behind the unrest and insurrection, insurgency, anarchy and subversion in 
America and the world.  

• The attack on our Rule of Law and Law Enforcement. 

• All sinister plots to tamper with the 2020 presidential election. All fraudulent scams  
to manipulate and rig the upcoming election and the voting process in any 
way, including instituting widespread vote-by-mail by any state that automatically 
and indiscriminately plans to send a vote-at-home ballot to every voter; the effort 
to provide Federal money so states can establish or expand existing “vote-by-mail” 
options as an alternative to voting in person; potential for foreign nations to print 
multitudes of these mail-in ballots; ballot harvesting that allows activists to turn 
ballots in by the hundreds of thousands; manipulation of absentee ballots; and all 
opposition to a nation-wide voter ID requirement. 

• Any attempts to refuse to validate election results, within a reasonable timeframe, 
with both parties overseeing any recounts or validation procedures.  

• The invisible enemy―the puppet masters, their agents in the one-world 
government and economy, and all their divide-and-conquer tactics keeping the 
people at odds with each other.   

• The international bankers and money changers, the capitalist/communist 
conspirators, the Federal Reserve Board, their economists and their manipulation of 
the Law of the Abundant Life, the law of supply and demand, and the money 
system.  

• All misinformation, disinformation and propaganda reported by the ‘mocking bird’ 
corporate-controlled news, late-night entertainment, and Big-Tech social media, 
and their agenda to control what people think. 

• All censorship and suppression of information that should be disseminated freely 
to all.  

• The hypocrisy and bias reporting in the media. 
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• The progressive agenda and the indoctrination of our youth by academia, and our 
colleges and universities. 

• The anti-American philosophy of Hollywood and professional sports. 

• The perversion and miscreation of sound, rhythm and lyrics by the music industry, 
and their continual projection of Satan’s frequency. 

• Those involved in Satanic rituals done in secret, including pedophilia, ritual 
sacrifice, and human trafficking.  

• The misuses of the emerald ray in genetic engineering and cloning in the creation 
of life without the God flame, the collective degeneration of consciousness that all 
might become animals.... 

• The dark agenda of the pharmaceutical companies and scientific community, and 
those that control their funding, and all their so-called ‘experts’. 

• All manipulation of Covid-19 data, including counting actual cases plus “probable” 
cases by assuming others have it because of exposure to the actual case; and 
counting cases where the cause of death was a condition other than Covid-19.   

• The exposure of the origins of the Covid-19 virus and any negative motive behind 
its spread. 

• Biological and germ warfare, and the spreading of harmful viruses and microbes 
were contrived and manufactured long ago in the laboratories of other civilizations 
and continents, including Atlantis and Lemuria. 

• Spiritual wickedness in high places that opposes the release of the real cures for 
cancer and other terminal diseases.  

• The geopolitical tension in the Middle East, including attempts to re-create ISIS as a 
destabilizing force in opposition to the United States. 

• All treachery, intrigue, sedition and treason in every level of the Federal, state and 
local governments. 

I invoke the gift of Elohim released on July 5th 1970 at the Freedom Class, a 
dispensation approved by the Lords of Karma―for the vision of the magnificent City 
Foursquare to precipitate in the physical earth. Let the matrix of the Holy City, the New 
Jerusalem flash forth from our collective third eye consciousness into the world as that 
divine blueprint of the Cosmic Cube, manifesting:  

• The complete eradication of the Covid-19 virus and the consuming of its cause and 
core, and all worldwide fear surrounding it.   

• The rebounding of the US and world economies after Covid-19 and the safe 
reopening of businesses, schools and public institutions. 
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• The prompt return to work for all Americans seeking new jobs or returning to their 
original jobs before the pandemic.  

• Financial flow of abundance for the lightbearers for the fulfillment of their 
individual and collective divine plans. 

• The divine economy of the United States and the world―and our return to sound 
money, a gold/silver backed system with interest-free currency.   

• The will of God in the 2020 Election with every slot in the US government filled 
with enthusiastic lightbearers to manifest the will of God. 

• The remagnetization of the Lightbearers who must not be lost―those who 
once had a threefold flame, who can be reached through Truth. 

• The spiritual awakening of all people from lethargy and the sleep of the ages.  

• The gift of vision, so humanity is no longer blind and becomes the instrument for 
precipitating God’s will on earth. 

• The precipitation of the Golden Age, the Vision of the eye of God to be duplicated 
again and again until the cities of this earth become cities of God. 

And let the projection of the cosmic cube be stamped upon the earth, sealing 
the place where evil dwells by the power of the Most High God.   

Let all this be done according to God’s holy will. 

Holiness unto the Lord! 
Holiness unto the Lord! 
Holiness unto the Lord! 
 
Purusha. Purusha. Purusha.   Amen. 
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DECREE 50.05 – BELOVED CYCLOPEA, BEHOLDER OF PERFECTION (40x) 

Beloved Cyclopea,  
Thou Beholder of Perfection,  
Release to us thy Divine Direction,  
Clear our way from all debris,  
Hold the Immaculate Thought for me.  
 

Refrain:  I AM, I AM beholding All,  
Mine eye is single as I call;  
Raise me now and set me free,  
Thy holy image now to be.  
 

Beloved Cyclopea,  
Thou Enfolder All-Seeing,  
Mold in Light my very being,  
Purify my thought and feeling,  
Hold secure God's Law appealing.  
 
Beloved Cyclopea,  
Radiant Eye of Ancient Grace,  
By God's hand his Image trace  
On the fabric of my soul,  
Erase all bane and keep me Whole.  
 
Beloved Cyclopea,  
Guard for aye the City Foursquare,  
Hear and implement my prayer,  
Trumpet my Victory on the air,  
Hold the purity of Truth so fair. 

 
And in full Faith I consciously accept this manifest, manifest, manifest! (3x) right here and 

now with full Power, eternally sustained, all-powerfully active, ever expanding, and world 
enfolding until all are wholly ascended in the Light and free!  Beloved I AM!  Beloved I AM!  
Beloved I AM! 

 

***FOLLOWED BY OPTIONAL 15 MINUTES OF 5.02 VIOLET FLAME**** 


